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ABSTRACT 
 

The dissertation thesis deals with the design of magnetorheological (MR) strut for 
vibration isolation system (VIS) of the space launch vehicle. Previously used VIS and 
their struts are described in state of the art. Each of the struts which contained any fluid 
was sealed by static seals and elastic bellows made of steel. The strut of a passive system 
called ELVIS was chosen as an inspiration and therefore analysed thoroughly. The strut is 
three-parametric that means the damper is elastically connected. The stiffness of this 
connection is identical to the projection of bellows volumetric stiffness into the axial 
direction which is called the pressure thrust stiffness. 

The method of the pressure thrust stiffness determination from bellows dimensions 
presented in the thesis. Moreover, the parameters which can be used for the modification 
of the ratio between axial and pressure thrust stiffness of the bellows. This ratio affects the 
dynamic behaviour of the strut, thus also the behaviour of whole VIS. 

The multi-body model of VIS based on the Stewart platform mechanism and detailed 
multi-body model of a single strut was created for the prediction of their dynamic 
behaviour in a vibration environment. Simulations have revealed the parameters which 
affect the efficiency of the MR strut: the time response and the dynamic force range of the 
MR valve. The range of these parameters which should ensure an effective vibration 
isolation by the MR strut in the specific VIS was determined by the multi-body 
model; specifically, time response: 0-5 ms and the dynamic force range 5-10. 

The final design of the MR strut for the VIS of the launch vehicle preceded the 
design, manufacture and testing of the experimental strut. The parameters of the 
experimental strut were measured and consequently used for the verification of models 
used in the thesis. Knowledge obtained during the tests were used in the final design of 
the strut. One of the most important detections was that the ferrite (material used in the 
magnetic circuit) cracked during the semi-active control of the experimental strut. 
Therefore, a method of the fast magnetic circuit designing was established and 
subsequently patented. The method is based on a shape modification of the magnetic 
circuit which ensures shorter time response and the magnetic circuit is manufactured by 
3D printing. The MR strut designed in this thesis has a predicted time response of 1.2 ms 
and dynamic range 10. The method which was used for the design process is summarised 
in conclusions. 
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Introduction 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Spacecraft is one of the most sophisticated things in of these days. It is used for 
communication, navigation, research etc. Currently used spacecrafts have made 
significant progress in comparison with the first one - Sputnik (launch in 1957), unlike 
launch vehicles. Especially the principle of the launch vehicle traction stays almost the 
same for more than 50 years.  

The vibration environment is much harder than the on-orbit vibration 
environment. Although the spacecraft spends most of the lifetime on orbit, its 
components are dimensioned for the flight vibration environment, which takes only 
around 5 minutes. This approach leads to the high weight of the spacecraft components 
thus high mission costs, because transport of 1 kg to low orbit cost from 4 000 – 40 000 
USD, depends on the total weight of the payload [1]. 

Vibration isolation system usually made of aluminium or composite is inserted 
between the sensitive payload (spacecraft) and the booster which is the main source of 
the vibrations. However, sometimes reduce the vibration transmissibility is a priority. 
This happened, for example, in the transport of the Hubble Telescope [2]. Thus, the 
vibration isolation system used in this mission was more efficient, but also heavier 
compared to other flights. 

 

 
Fig. 1 Concept of launch vehicle Ariane 6 (ESA) [3]   

 
Even more payload comfort can be achieved by active vibration elimination. 

However, the weight of active vibration isolation system designed for spacecraft 
Artemis was approximately 5 times higher than the passive adapter intended for the 
same flight [4]. The weight increase was caused especially by the power supply and 
other electrical equipment. 

A perfect vibration isolation system would be lightweight and very effective. This 
thesis examines the possibility of using semi-active vibration isolation system based 
on magnetorheological damper which efficiency is much higher than passive dampers. 
The power consumption of such as damper is in watts, so it could not increase the 
weight of the vibration isolation system significantly. 
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2 STATE OF THE ART 
 

2.1 Vibration isolation systems for the space application 
 

Vibration isolation systems (VIS) are used in launch vehicle to decrease of 
vibration transmissibility between excitation body (launch vehicle) and sprung mass 
(payload). Acceleration bellow (blue signal in Fig. 2) and above (yellow signal) the 
VIS was measured during the launch vehicle Taurus (NASA) flight [6]. Vibrations and 
shocks are most often formed by booster oscillation, fairing separation of by lift-off 
blastwave. The payload must resist (to stay undamaged) in this vibration environment.  
 

 
Fig. 2 Taurus/GFO flight data, bellow and above isolators [6] 

 
VIS can be divided by application to whole spacecraft VIS or satellite part VIS 

(antennas, optical equipment etc.). The main difference between these two groups is 
their lifetime. Whole spacecraft vibration isolation is necessary only during the flight 
– separating of the satellite (payload) from the launch vehicle happens approximately 
5 minutes after the start. On the other hand, the satellites VIS has to ensure On-orbit 
vibration isolation which usually takes several years. 
 

2.1.1 Structural vibration isolation systems 
 

Usually passive systems which isolate the vibrations by the suitably designed 
shape of their structure. The SoftRide products belong to this group. The Uniflex and 
the Omniflex systems were developed to isolate frequency lower than 80 Hz. Higher 
frequencies can be isolated for example by ShockRing which reduces vibration most 
effectively around 1 kHz [7]. Cone made of composite material is the most common 
element for launch vehicle payload vibration protection in ESA. This structural VIS 
are sometimes called payload adapter. 
The adapter diameters are normalized. The lower (base) diameter corresponds to the 
connection with the launch vehicle, diameter 2624 mm is used in Ariane 5, 1920 mm 
in Vega, 2000 mm in Soyuz 2000 mm, etc. The upper diameter depends on the payload 
which is used. Launch vehicles user manuals defined these upper (payload) diameters: 
937, 1194, 1663, 1666 a 2624 mm [8]. 
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However, not just the dimensions have to be kept, another important parameter is the 
natural frequency of the system consists of payload and adapter. The payload modal 
shapes may disturb the flight control (sampling frequency is usually 50 Hz). Therefore, 
there is a request to keep the natural frequency of the system within the range 20 – 45 
Hz in the longitudinal direction. The natural frequency in lateral direction has to be 
higher than 7.5 Hz, this value is relevant for a payload mass 6 500 kg. Thy system with 
a payload lighter than 2 500 kg has to have a frequency higher than 15 Hz. 
 

 
Fig. 3 ESA adapters: PAS 937C (left) [8] a PAS 1194C (right) [9] 

 
2.1.2 Mechanical vibration isolation systems 

 
Vibration energy spreads in all directions, therefore the Stewart platform (6 DOF 

mechanisms) is used almost exclusively [5, 10, 11]. The Stewart platforms have 
various numbers of struts. But, at least 6 struts guarantee 6 DOF mechanisms. The 
strut may consist of spring and damper [5], actuator [12] or both [11].  
 
Evolved launch vibration isolation system (ELVIS) 

 
Passive system ELVIS was tested with experimental payload, which had similar 

geometric parameters to parameters of commonly used satellite.   
Lateral excitation was provided by dynamometer with harmonic movement: with 

a constant amplitude of stroke 5 mm up to frequency 10 Hz and constant amplitude of 
acceleration 1 g for the frequencies higher than 10 Hz. Accelerometers were connected 
to the payload at various position, their amplitude-frequency dependency is shown in 
Fig. 4.  

 
Fig. 4 ELVIS and acceleration measured in the lateral direction [5] 

2.1.2 
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The acceleration signals revealed the presence of two modal shapes in range 5 – 
100 Hz. The payload behaviour can be estimated due to that the accelerometers were 
fixed in the various height of payload. The low-frequency acceleration peak (around 7 
Hz) has a similar shape along the whole payload height. Of which it can be concluded 
that the translation movement was dominant for this modal shape. On the other hand, 
transmissibility of high-frequency peak (around 70 Hz) differs significantly along the 
payload height. This modal shape was probably similar to the rotation with the axis of 
rotation near the point with the lower transmissibility. This point is approximately in 
a third of height by measurement, see blue curve in Fig. 4. 
 

2.2 Struts of VIS for space application 
 

The strut of mechanical VIS combines a function of spring and damper. The spring 
accumulates the vibration energy and it is necessary to payload support. The damper 
dissipates the kinetic energy of the vibration and it is necessary to decrease of vibration 
amplitude in the vicinity of resonance. 

 
2.2.1 The strut of the ELVIS 

 
This strut is also inspired by the D-strut, the main difference is that strut of ELVIS 

uses just one pair of bellows with the same stiffness in instead of two pairs in D –strut 
with primary and secondary stiffness. The fluid flows between the bellows due to the 
hole in the piston rod. The pressure in the fluid cannot stretch the secondary bellows. 
Nevertheless, this concept is also called three-parametric, because the pressure causes 
“inflating” of bellows. 

 

 
Fig. 5 Scheme a) and photo b) of ELVIS strut [5] 

Davis defines the resistance against this deformation as volumetric stiffness [13]. 
However, this stiffness is marginal in his conception with respect to the difference in 
orders between the volumetric stiffness and axial stiffness of the secondary bellow. 
The volumetric stiffness cannot be neglected in the strut of ELVIS. The value of 
volumetric stiffness is the key parameter to the stiffness determination of the damper 
elastic connection. 
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The primary stiffness of the strut is formed by the axial stiffness of primary bellows 
and a stiffness of pneumatic spring. The pressure in chambers of the pneumatic spring 
is equal under the static load of the strut [5]. The difference between the effective area 
above and below the piston of pneumatic spring multiplied by the pressure inside the 
chambers defines the static load of the strut. The various pressure in the spring allows 
using this strut for various sprung mass with the same compression of the strut. The 
bellows are not preloaded in this position.  

The strut of ELVIS is innovative in the solution of elastically connected 
damper by pressure thrust stiffness of bellows. The disadvantage of this concept is that 
the pressure thrust stiffness is not listed in datasheets of bellows. Therefore, the chose 
of the bellows for this application is complicated. Without known, the pressure thrust 
stiffness cannot be guaranteed the strut functionality. Therefore, next chapter will be 
focused on the elastic metal bellows and determination of its parameters. 

 
2.3 Metal bellows 
 
Metal bellows are the commonly used for thermal expansion in pipelines – loaded 

by axial force; for a component of the clutch – loaded by torsion, or for pressure 
accumulators – loaded by internal pressure. However, the bellows can be used as the 
case of damping fluid.  

A leakage of a fluid has destructive effects on electronics of spacecraft (payload). 
Damper with conventionally sealing placed between the piston rod and body of the 
damper is prone to leakage because the sealing is between parts whit relative 
movement. Dynamic sealing of piston rod can be replaced by static sealing of flexible 
bellows. The leakage risk of static sealing is much lower than the risk of a dynamic 
one. Moreover, the static type of sealing has no friction, which brings benefits in the 
dynamic behaviour of semi-actively damped system. 
 

 
Fig. 6 Formed and welded bellows [15] 

Axial stiffness of bellows is much lower than a resistance against the volume 
change caused by internal pressure. The volume change is accompanied by the length 
change in axial direction – pressure thrust stiffness. Axial stiffness commonly 
available in product lists, while the pressure thrust stiffness is not. Final Element 
Analysis (FEA) is one of a possible approach is to determining the pressure thrust 
stiffness using the bellows dimensions and parameters. 

2.3 
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2.3.1 FEA of metal bellows 
 

Above mentioned shell parts were simulated by many authors [16 - 18]. The FEA 
used two general approaches: 

3D model meshed by “SHELL“ elements [17] 
2D model with axial symmetry meshed by “SOLID“ elements [16] 

 

 
Fig. 7 3D shell and 2D solid model of metal bellows [18] 

Thakkar compared both methods in his dissertation thesis [18], the difference 
between these approaches is shown in Fig. 7. Moreover, the results are compared with 
the analytical counting. The stresses obtained by both approaches of FEAs are almost 
the same. In addition, consistent with the results obtained analytical, the deviation is 
approximately 20 %.  

Search in the literature did not reveal any FEA of metal bellows deals with the 
interaction between the filling of the bellows and the wall. However, there were some 
mentions that the internal pressure causes the length deformation of pipelines. It is 
caused by the pressure forcing on the surface between the minimum and maximum 
diameter of bellows. This force is called pressure thrust [19]. 

 
2.4 Magnetorheological dampers 

 
Research in this field was started in 1939 [20]. However, application of the MR 

effect occurred at the end of 20th century. The conventional design of MR damper 
contains a gap in the piston, see Fig. 8. The magnetic field can be applied in the gap 
using an electromagnetic coil. The ferromagnetic particles of the MRF fluid are 
dispersed randomly and the damping in this state is not high. But, when the coil is 
powered by an electric current, magnetic flux density in the gap increase, the particles 
are formed into a chain-like structure, the yield stress of the fluid increase and the 
damping force in this state is significantly higher than the force at inactivated state.  
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Fig. 8 MR damper with the magnetic circuit in piston [21]  

2.4.1 Dynamic force range of MR dampers 
 
Magnetic field influenced the MR damper force. Therefore, the force-velocity 

dependency of the MR damper has to be measured for various magnetic flux density 
in the gap that means various current in the coil of the damper. Dynamic force range 
– one of a performance parameter of MR damper is defined by ratio between thr 
damping force generated with maximum magnetic flux density in the gap ����(�, �) 
and the damping force generated with minimum magnetic flux density in the gap 
��
�(�) [22]: 
 

�(�) =
����(�)

��
�(�)
=
��(����) + ��(�) + ��

��(�) + ��
= 1 +

��(����)

��(�) + ��
 

 

 
(1) 

Dimensions of channels which affected the damping force are usually designed 
using analytical counting base on a so-called parallel plate model, see Fig. 9. The 
model considers the fluid flow between two parallel plates; the geometry is similar to 
flowing through the gap of the MR damper [22]. 

 
Fig. 9 Forces component of the MR damper [22] 

Where:  Ff   is friction force created by seals, guiding, etc. 
Fη  is viscous force created by the internal friction of the fluid, 

Ap = (π/4).(D-d)2 is an effective area, which is given by the 
piston  D  and piston rod d diameters. The viscous force is 
dependent on the piston velocity v0 

Fτ  is force necessary to overcome the yield stress of MR fluid τ0, 
the force can be control by the electric current in the coil 
Coefficient c is within the range 2.07 to 3.07 [23] 

2.4.1 
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2.4.2 The response time of MR dampers 
 

Semi-active controlled damper performance is given by time period which is 
necessary to change of damping force – time response. The force increases nonlinearly, 
see Fig. 10 a). Thus, it is complicated to determine the time between changes of the 
force from minimum to maximum. Therefore, the time response is reported as time 
between 0 to 62.3% of maximum value [24, [2525] – the primary response or 0 to 95% 
[22, 26] – the secondary response.  

 
Fig. 10 The response time of MR damper and simulated signals [25] 

Total time response of MR damper is influenced by time of current rise, which can 
be significantly shortened by current [22]; time response of MR fluid itself [24, [27]; 
and eddy currents which are generated in the coil core [25]. The influence of eddy 
effect on the MR damper time response depends on the geometry and material of 
magnetic circuit (coil core). 

The eddy currents flow in the perpendicular direction to the magnetic field and 
they are inducted by magnetic flux density changes [28]. The currents are always 
closed in loops. These loops generate a secondary magnetic field which has opposite 
direction to the magnetic field, which causes the eddy currents. 

There are two different approaches to prevent forming of eddy currents: material 
approach using composite materials for example sintered ferrites of Soft Material 
Composites (SMC) [29]; or shape approach using laminated coil cores [30]. The eddy 
current loop is not able to cross the insulating layer on the border of metal sheets, see 
Fig. 10 a) or insulating film in the case of composite material, see Fig. 10 b). The 
smaller size of loops the lower effect of the eddy currents that result in shorter time 
response of MR damper. 

 

 
Fig. 11 Eddy currents in magnetic core a) laminated b) composite [31] 
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2.4.3 MR damper for the space application 
 

One of the few MR dampers, which were designed for space application, was 
patented in 2005 [32]. This damper, more precisely strut or an isolator, because of 
certain stiffness, has internal MR valve and there is no piston rod for a guiding as it is 
common.  

Piston movement of the damper causes the fluid flow. There are two possible paths 
of flow from the outer chamber to the inner one: the first through two gaps with coil 
along the housing or directly through only one gap and bypass, see in Fig. 12. Both 
paths cause high damping. 

 
Fig. 12 The response time of MR damper and the influence of response time on semi-active control 

[32] 

An elimination thermal expansion is provided by metal bellows which creates a 
compensating chamber. The bellows is connected by adjustment screw to set a 
required pressure inside the damper.  

The lid serves to the guidance of the piston because the upper part of the lid is 
weakened what results in elastic deformation in the axial direction, while the stiffness 
of the lid lateral direction is much higher. Therefore the isolator can be considered 
single-axis and it is designed for low stroke applications. The absence of dynamic seals 
and guidance guarantees no friction force, what should result in high dynamic force 
range in low piston velocities. Semi-active controlled damper with high dynamic force 
range is effective by Yang [22]. 

2.4.3 
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3 CONCLUSIONS OF LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

The vibration environment during a flight of the launch vehicle is very dangerous 
for the valuable payload (spacecraft). Two basic types of vibration isolation systems 
(VIS) were used for the space application: mechanical and structural. Mechanical VISs 
were used with passive (whole spacecraft isolation) or active (light part of the 
spacecraft) control. 

Single axis elements such as actuators, struts etc. used for vibration elimination 
must be united in a mechanism with 6 DOF. A literature review points out the Stewart 
platform as the best candidate. It is usually consists of 6 actuators and this active 
mechanism, is used also for positioning of light mass devices. However, it was found 
the passive platform whose legs are struts, which operate and spring and damper. One 
of such as the designed passive Stewart platform is called ELVIS. 

All strut used for the space applications which was filled with a fluid was sealed 
by elastic metal bellows and some static seals. Conventional sealing by dynamic seals 
between the piston rod and a damper body are not allowed in this field, because a 
leaked fluid would evaporate due to atmospheric pressure drop. Consequently, 
condensation of the vapour on the spacecraft electronic parts, short circuit, which may 
endanger the mission.  

Available literature didn’t provide any information on how to determine the 
volumetric stiffness of metal bellows neither the pressure thrust stiffness (projection 
of volumetric stiffness into the axial direction). The pressure thrust stiffness 
determination is necessary for the strut design. Therefore, FEA will be used for the 
pressure thrust stiffness determination using the bellows geometry.  

Suspension system employing the MR damper with the parameters lying in this 
area will be able to significantly decrease the transmissibility of vibration in 
comparison with the suspension system using the MR damper with one or both 
parameters out of this rectangle. 

 

 
Fig. 13 Time response – Dynamic force range dependency of existing MR dampers  
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4 AIM OF THE THESIS  
 
Vibration isolation system for the launch vehicle is a complex task. This thesis is 

focused on the design of key element of the vibration isolation system. 
   
The aim of the thesis: 
Design of semi-active strut combining spring and damper function for the vibration 
isolation system of the launch vehicle. 
 
Sub-aims: 

• Multi-body modes of vibration isolation system and strut 
• Hydraulic, pneumatic and magnetic analysis for the optimal strut dimensioning  

• Design and manufacture of an experimental strut for laboratory testing 
• Verification the experimental strut functionality during vibration tests 
• Design of the strut for VIS of the launch vehicle 

Methods: 
Multi-body model of the single strut will be used to define the area of interest for 

the MR strut, see Fig. 13. The model will be verified by experiment. The MR strut will 
be designed in two versions: 

 
Experimental:  verification of the multi-body model of the strut  
Final:   use in the VIS of the launch vehicle 
 

 
Fig. 14 Scheme of MR strut design process 

Design process will used many models and calculations for optimal dimensioning 
of the strut. Inputs outputs and interconnection of the models and other procedures 
during the design process is shown in Fig. 14. 

The strut dimensioning is based on the whole VIS requirements: payload mass 
m = 1 500 kg, centre of gravity height hCoG = 1.5 m. VIS + payload natural frequency: 
3 – 25 Hz (lateral), 8 – 45 Hz (axial). Max. displacement of the payload 30 mm (lateral), 
10 mm (axial). 
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5 DESIGN OF MR STRUT 
 
5.1 Conceptual design of MR strut 
 
The literature review described some struts used previously for the purpose of 

vibration isolation for space application. The strut of ELVIS was chosen as the most 
suitable source of inspiration for the new MR strut. The pneumatic spring will ensure 
the dominant part of the primary stiffness of the MR strut. This spring is suitable 
especially for the possibility of the pressure regulation and for the equal pressure under 
and above the piston in static load created by payload in gravitation field 1 g.  

Axial stiffness of metal bellows will contribute the primary stiffness of the strut. 
Moreover, these flexible parts will serve as the case of the damping medium – MR 
fluid. Thus, the conventional piston rod seals will not use, because of higher friction 
and a risk of leakage in comparison of metal bellows sealed by static seals. 

 
Fig. 15 Conceptual design of the MR strut 

 
 
5.2 Dimensions and parameters determination of VIS and strut 

 
Force affecting on each strut was determined by solving of the system of motion 

laws solution. The payload behaviour on the Stewart platform was simulated by the 
model in multi-body system ADAMS. A complex model of vibration isolation system 
was operated only in passive mode and with linear elements, that means the stiffness 
and damping of the strut were constant. More sophisticated simulation such as semi-
active control was provided in detail model of the strut, especially for lower time 
requirements. Also, the verification by measurement can be provided much easier with 
a model of the single strut. However, boundary conditions were determined in the 
model of VIS. 
 

 

5.2.1 
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5.2.1 Multi-body model of VIS 
 

Multi-body model of VIS consists of two rigid bodies, which are interconnected 
by 8 struts and a mechanical stabilizer. Lower (green) body - base represents the launch 
vehicle, thus the source of vibration with acceleration	��. Upper (yellow) body 
represents a payload and the response on the excitation is measured by the acceleration 
of payload	�� . 

 

 
Fig. 16 Scheme of VIS multi-body model 

 
Parameters of Stewart platform which meet the required transfer ratio for 

payload of mass M = 1500 kg and dimeter PD = 1 280 mm are: base diameter BD = 
1 660 mm, angle between the struts along the payload perimeter PA = 19°, angle 
between struts along the payload perimeter BA = 26°, platform height h = 400 mm. 
The strut has the primary stiffness kA = 1 230 N/mm, the secondary stiffness is 
approximately 50 times higher N = kB/kA = 50 and the strut damping is cA = 26 
Ns/mm. Transfer function of the VIS and payload is plotted in Fig. 17 by transfer ratio 
in different height of payload for lateral vibration and only in centre of gravity for axial 
vibration. 

 

 
Fig. 17 Transmissibility function of the VIS + the payload system 

 

5.2.1 
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The maximum strut deformation is given by the superposition of quasi-static and 
dynamic excitation and it is around 17 mm. So, a stroke of the strut with this value of 
(constant) stiffness should be 20 mm. 

The payload displacement during dynamic (lateral) and quasi-static (axial) 
excitation is within the permissible range. Payload displacement at the top during 
quasi-static load in axial direction exceeds the limit a little. However, progressive 
force-deformation dependency of pneumatic spring should decrease this maximum of 
payload displacement under the 10 mm which is the limit.  

 
Fig. 18 Payload displacement during dynamic (lat.) and quasi-static (ax.) load 

Load of the strut for its dimensioning 
Maximum strut force is able to determine only in the case when the excitation is 

well known. But the vibration environment in the launch vehicle can be predicted just 
roughly. Therefore, the maximum strut force was obtained as the sum of force caused 
by the quasi-static acceleration in axial direction 5.5 g and maximum damping force 
during harmonic excitation of acceleration in a lateral direction with amplitude 0.9 g. 
Consequently, the sum was multiple by safety factor 2. 

 
tab. 1 Limit forces of the MR strut 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit 
Quasi-static force in the strut (5.5g) F5.5g 11.9 [kN] 
Damping force FC 5.06 [kN] 
Total strut force FSDE 33.92 [kN] 

 
5.2.2 Multi-body model of single 

 
The boundary conditions of the single strut model are based on the axial excitation 

of the VIS multi-body model. 8 struts with an inclination relative to the base plate are 
replaced by a single strut in the axial direction. Thus, the payload mass for 
experimental strut was chosen 100 kg. The stiffness and damping of the experimental 
strut were chosen so that the transmissibility was similar to the VIS + payload system, 
see right side of Fig. 17. 

Multi-body model of single strut consists of three bodies: base (where the 
excitation is applied) payload, (where the response is measured) and m1, which 
represents the mass of moving parts of the damper. This body is connected with 
payload by damper cA and with the base by spring k1. 
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Fig. 19 Scheme of single strut model 

Parameters of the single strut model were determined by the VIS simulations on 
m = 100 kg, k = 400 N/mm, CON = 12.5 Ns/mm and k1 = 50*k. Effect of time response 
and dynamic force range of MR valve in semi-active control mode is described below. 
The base is excited by the axial acceleration of amplitude 1 g. Frequency increases 
linearly from 0 to 100 Hz, simulation time was 100 s and number of steps 400 000. 

 
Time response 
 
A time delay of damping force increase was inserted into the model to observe the 

behaviour of the mass during the semi-active control of the strut. The force increasing 
is similar to the response of the first order system, see in the right side of Fig. 19. 
Damping force can be control by the semi-active algorithm. The position of the damper 
between the payload and the body m1 caused slight changes of equations, for the 
ON/OFF Skyhook algorithm: 

 
 �� ∙ (�� − ���) ≥ 0	 → �� = ����� 

�� ∙ (�� − ���) < 0	 → �� = ���
� 
 

 
(2) 

Acceleration of the payload and the base were transfer into the frequency spectra 
using Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) and the amplitudes of both signals were 
divided for the same frequencies. This calculation results in “transmissibility 
function”. However, considering that thy system is not linear, the designation as the 
function is not clear. Therefore, “the transfer ratio” will be used: 

 

!(") =
��(�)

��#(�)
 (3) 

 
The dependency of time response on the transfer ratio is shown in Fig. 20. 

Simulation confirmed the hypothesis that the time response increase results in the 
higher amount of vibration transfer onto the sprung mass by the semi-active controlled 
strut. The system behaviour at the frequencies higher than in this case from 50 Hz is 
distorted by the fact that the excitation was harmonic. Thus, the damping of the damper 
with slow time response for example 10 ms has stabilized on a specific value which 
results in lower transfer ratio than the ratio achieved by semi-actively controlled 
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damper with faster response, for example, 2 ms. However, this “advantage” of slower 
damper would probably not be confirmed in the case of real excitation, for random 
vibration. A significant benefit of semi-active control was observed for the dampers 
with the time response lower than 5 ms. A system with the damper with time response 
10 ms has similar transfer ratio in the vicinity of resonance in compare of passive 
mode. Therefore, the time response of the MR strut should be lower than 5 ms. 

 
Fig. 20 Influence of time response on the transfer ratio 

 
Dynamic force range 
 
Simulations deals with the dynamic force range were provided with the constant 

damping in ON state. The value of dynamic range affects just the damping in OFF 
state. Results in Fig. 21 show that the transfer ratio of the system equipped with damper 
with dynamic force range D = 50 is similar than the transfer ratio of the system with 
the damper with dynamic force range infinitely high. 

 
Fig. 21 Influence of dynamic force range on the transfer ratio 
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Dynamic force range increase causes a significant decrease of the transfer ratio at 
isolation area, but also a slight increase in the vicinity of the resonance. This handicap 
of semi-active control can be mitigated by the proportional control of the damping 
force. That means to use an algorithm which switches between more than two levels 
of damping as the ON/OFF Skyhook.   

Dynamic range higher than 5 proves to be suitable for this system as suitable, 
because, the transfer ratio was significantly lower than the transfer ratio achieved by 
passive damping. However, the dynamic force increased over the value 10 has minimal 
benefit onto the transfer ratio. Therefore, the dynamic range of the MR strut should be 
between 5 and 10.  
 

5.3 Experimental MR strut design 
 

The functionality verification of MR strut is necessary before the final design of 
MR strut for space application. Therefore, the experimental strut was manufactured 
and tested. Moreover, some vibration experiments with the experimental strut were 
used for verification of multi-body model described in chap. 5.2.2. The experimental 
strut consists of two coil springs, bellows unit, and an external magnetorheological 
valve. This strut was inserted into the system (demonstrator) which is illustrated in 
Fig. 22. Excitation is provided by the hydraulic actuator; sprung mass is realized by a 
set of weights. The sprung mass and actuator are connected by the experimental strut. 
Therefore, the transmissibility of the experimental strut can be determined by 
measurement of acceleration bellow (actuator) �� and above (sprung mass) ��  the strut. 

 
 

 
Fig. 22 Experimental strut in the demonstrator 

 

5.3 
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5.3.1 Demonstrator of the experimental MR strut 
 
Parts of bellows unit, MR valve, weights, etc. were manufactured and assembled 

in accordance with the scheme in Fig. 22. The bellows unit is in Fig. 23 shown without 
the sheets, which connected the lids and without the frame, because of greater clarity. 
MR valve is equipped with the pressure sensor HBM 154210274 and the valve which 
is used to connect the expansion tank, which is necessary to easy change of the pressure 
inside the experimental strut. 

 

 
Fig. 23 Important parts of the experimental MR strut 

 
Both components of MR strut shown in Fig. 23 were separately filled with the MR 

fluid and then interconnected by steel tubes. After that, the MR strut was deaerated. 
The steel tubes were used because of higher volumetric stiffness in compare with the 
rubber hoses, which were planned to use originally. 

 

 
Fig. 24 Demonstrator for the experimental strut vibration isolation properties verification 
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Excitation is realized by a hydraulic dynamometer (actuator), which displacement 
was set that its acceleration was constant 1 g in a whole range of tested frequencies. 
The acceleration was measured by accelerometer B&K 4507B screwed to the base, see 
detail at the bottom right of Fig. 24. The same sensor was placed on the sprung mass. 
The ratio of these two signals gives a transmissibility of the experimental strut. 
Position sensor VLP 15 SA 150 was inserted between the base and the sprung mass. 
The relative velocity between these two bodies was calculated by derivation of the 
position signal. 

 
5.3.2 Experimental verification of the strut parameters 

 
Force-velocity dependency determination requires a force measurement. 

Therefore, the load cell INTERFACE 1730ACK-50kN was inserted between the frame 
and the sprung mass, see Fig. 25. Velocity was determined by the position sensor 
signal derivation. 
 

 
Fig. 25 Demonstrator configuration for the F-v dependency measurement 

 
 

5.3.2 
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tab. 1 Measured parameters of the demonstrator 

Parameter Symbol Value Unit 
Sprung mass m 95.6 [kg] 
Primary stiffness k 395 [N/mm] 
Secondary stiffness k1 2844 [N/mm] 
Damping in ON state (I = 1 A) CON non-linear [Ns/mm] 
Damping in OFF state (I = 0 A) COFF non-linear [Ns/mm] 
Time response T 4 [ms] 
Dynamic force range (maximum) D 9 [-] 

 
5.3.3 Transfer ratio of the demonstrator 

 
Vibration isolation strut cannot be evaluated only by parameters, which are 

measured separately but verify its behaviour in the complex system. That means to 
determine the transfer ratio – amplitude of vibrations transmitted from the vibration 
source to the sprung mass. Therefore, the strut was inserted into the complex system 
(demonstrator) and the transfer ratio was measured.  

Passive mode of MR valve has been used for the most of tests. In Fig. 26 there are 
three of them for the currents 0 A, 0.5 A and 1 A together with the simulation results 
(dashed lines).   

 

 
Fig. 26 Transfer ratio of a demonstrator with MR valve in passive mode 

Simulated and measured data are not completely identical they differ primarily by 
a maximum of transfer ration with no current in the coil and the isolation properties at 
frequencies higher than 30 Hz. This may be caused by passive losses of the real system 
(for example friction in linear bearings) which are not included in the model. However, 
there is one more difference, namely high damped peak around 80 Hz, which 
disappears hand in hand with the current increase. 

One of the possible causes of this transfer ratio increase is a so-called mass effect 
[13, 14]. That means the peak around 80 Hz may be caused by oscillation of the fluid 
due to the elasticity of metal bellows (pressure thrust stiffness). This hypothesis was 
tested by additional measurements with various bellows or fluid, see chap. 5.3.4. 
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 Semi-active control of the experimental strut have been investigated with the 
same excitation and the result was obtained by the same methods as in the case of 
passive mode. ON/OFF skyhook described by equation (2) was chosen as the control 
algorithm. However, the equation had to be modified for the real application: algorithm 
did not switch the damping force but the electric current in the coils of MR valve; an 
additional rule of the control was added to an acceleration noise elimination. The 
current in the coils valve coils was zero when the conditions (4) were not met. 

 
 (�� − ��) > 0.01 ∧	�� > 0.007			 ∨ 			 (�� − ��) < −0.01 ∧	�� < −0.007			 

 
(4) 
 

 

 
1 

�� ∙ (�� − ���) ≥ 0	 → ) = 1	* 
 

 
(5) 

�� ∙ (�� − ���) < 0	 → ) = 0	* 
 

 

0 I = 0 A 
 

 

Value of relative velocity 0.01 m/s and 0.007 m/s for the sprung mass velocity were 
obtained from several preliminary tests. Lower values of the velocities cause random 
switching of the current. Influence of the rule (4) is evident in Fig. 27, the relative 
velocity exceeds the value 0.01 m/s sporadically for the excitation frequency 18 Hz 
and higher. Therefore, there is a significant decrease in transfer ratio around the 18 Hz. 

  

 
Fig. 27 Transfer ratio of a demonstrator with semi-active control of MR valve 

The electric current in the MR valve coils was zero for the frequencies higher than 
20 Hz the resonance peak with a maximum around 80 Hz appears in the semi-active 
controlled mode. 

 
5.3.4 Conclusions of the experimental MR strut tests 

 
Mass effect - a phenomenon described above may cause that the transfer ratio has 

a second resonance peak, in the case of Fig. 27 in the range between 50 – 110 Hz. 
Hypothesis, that the peak is caused by a part of strut mass oscillation on a part of the 
strut stiffness was confirmed by re-measuring the transfer ratio with significantly 
stiffer bellows and a fluid with different density. 

5.3.4 
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One of the possible causes of the peak is a movement of fluid mass mf in the axial 
direction. The primary stiffness of strut k prevents this movement. However, in this 
case not only the axial deformation of bellows leads to the fluid flow, internal volume 
changes of bellows may cause the flow too. Resistant against this deformation is given 
by the sum of both bellows pressure thrust stiffness k1 

Bellows can change its shape by two different ways: length, volume. Total 
deformation is given by the combination of both ways. Resistance against this can be 
calculated as the sum of two spring’s stiffness in series, mass is given by the volume 
calculations and known density the fluids. 

 
Fig. 28 Mass effect 

tab. 2 Measured and calculated the modal frequency of the mass effect 

Configuration Counting 
[Hz] 

Measurement 
[Hz]  

Deviation 
[%] 

Multi-layer, MRF 122 EG 146.9 117.8 25 
Single-layer, MRF 132 DG 115.2 78.6 47 
Single-layer, oil 209.6 203.1 3 

 
Table 2 compares measured and calculated frequencies of modal shape, which 

may be caused by mass effect. This possible cause is supported by two facts: Firstly, 
an increase of damping causes disappearing of the phenomenon. Which is probably 
caused by the MRF yield stress increase in the gap and the fluid flow just by the bypass. 
This path exhibits much higher damping and the resonance peak is not reflected in the 
transfer ratio. 

Secondly, a decrease of the fluid density results in a significant increase of the 
resonance frequency. However, the natural frequency calculated from a fluid mass 
differs from the measured resonance frequency.  
 

The closed bypass was initially considered as an advantageous version for semi-
active control, especially because of high dynamic force range at low relative 
velocities. However, ON state of MR valve exhibits a much higher transfer ratio than 
expected, see, Fig. 29. Therefore, the strut version without bypass was rejected. 
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Fig. 29 Transfer ratio of a demonstrator with MR strut without bypass 

This final design of strut will contain the bypass, which proposal is described in 
chap. 5.4.3 (hydraulic part). 

 
Ferrite cracks were found after the tests with semi-active control. Wider rings 

(pos. 2) t = 13 mm has usually just chipped edges but the thinner t = 4 mm ring cracked 
totally (pos. 3). Therefore, its reuse was excluded. 
 
 

 
Fig. 30 Ferrite rings of MR valve after heavy loading 

This accident started searching for another material, which guarantees a similar 
time response of MR valve, but it is more resistant to mechanical loads. Moreover, it 
will be advantageous that the new material will have higher saturation than the ferrite 
has. Vacoflux 50 the second has 4 times higher electrical resistivity than pure iron and 
almost 5 times higher saturation in comparison with ferrite. The electrical resistivity 
of material can be increased by suitable shape.  

Therefore, research inspired by shape approach of eddy current elimination 
described in chap. 2.4.2 was started. Production technologies which were tested: 
glueing (a), grooving by wire cutting (b) 3D print (c) in Fig. 31. 

 

 
Fig. 31 Shape approach of magnetic circuit time response decrease 
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The magnetic circuit of the final strut will make of Vacoflux 50, by 3D print using 
method SLM. Magnetic circuit time response decrease by shape approach is described 
in chap. 5.4.3 (magnetic part). 

  
5.4 Design of the MR strut for VIS of the launch vehicle 

 
5.4.1 Metal bellows design 
 
Axial stiffness is commonly available in products list of bellows in contrast with 

the pressure thrust stiffness. Therefore, the FEM model was created to determination 
both stiffness based on the bellows geometry. Axial stiffness result is necessary for the 
model verification.  

The model consists of two parts: wall (steel) and the fluid inside (oil). During the 
determination of axial stiffness, the fluid mesh is not considered in the model. The 
model was created in ANSYS software package as a plane model in 2D using the 
rotational symmetry. The shell elements could not be used as in Thakkar thesis [18], 
because of the fluid and the wall interactions. But there is also mentioned the second 
approach – with solid elements with a note that the results of both methods do not 
differ significantly. Thus, the SOLID 182 elements were used for the wall and HSFLD 
241 elements for fluid.  

 

 
Fig. 32 FEM model of bellows 

 Load force is applied by the pressure on the top line, which corresponds to the 
force Fb. The displacement of the top line yb is used for the stiffness calculation. The 
bottom line cannot move in vertical direction Y. Nodes located on Y axis cannot move 
in the horizontal direction X. There are several points (depends on a number of 
corrugations) with the same pressure in the mesh of fluid. It ensures identical pressure 
in the fluid, as shown in Fig. 32.  

The FEM result of axial stiffness was compared with the measurement, counting 
carried out by the manufacturer and also with the value which is listed in the product 
list. The pressure thrust stiffness was compared just with the measurement described 
in chap. 5.3.2. 
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tab. 3 Bellows stiffness comparison determined by various methods 

Procedure Stiffness Symbol Value [N/mm] Deviation [%] 
Product list [33] Axial kL 22.3 12.6 
Manufacturer calc. Axial kC 29.5 15.6 
FEM model Axial kF 25.52 ref. value 
Measurement Axial kM 22.7 11 
FEM model Press. th. k1F 1531.6 ref. value 
Measurement Press. th. k1M 1444.5 5.7 

 
Sensitivity analysis of each parameter on the axial and pressure thrust stiffness was 

carried out after the model verification. The analysis uses the geometry of the bellows 
324125, just one dimension differs the tab. 11 to 90, 95, 105 a 110 % of its initial value 
for each set of simulations.  

The simulation results shows that some parameters have the same impact on both 
stiffnesses: t, i, L; while, two of them: Dm, w affected axial and pressure thrust stiffness 
differently, see Fig. 33. The conclusion of the sensitivity analysis is that the ratio 
between the pressure thrust and axial stiffness can be slightly modified by the 
geometry of the bellows. That may affect the ratio N between primary and secondary 
stiffness of the strut. 

 
Fig. 33 Parameters with different impact to axial and pressure thrust stiffness 

Verified model was used for select of suitable bellows for the strut with description 
47.4x66x5x0.3 in [33]. Axial and pressure thrust stiffness was determined using the 
methodology described above. Ratio N between the primary and secondary stiffness 
was chosen as N = 50. Selected bellows and proposed axial stiffness of strut gives 
stiffness ratio: 

 

+ =
,-

,.
=
,�/ ∗ 2

,.
=
23	470 ∗ 2

1	230
= 38.2 

 

(6) 

Considering that the FEA estimation of pressure thrust stiffness was 20% lower 
than the measurement, the real ratio N should be higher. Anyway, change of N from 
50 to 38 will not have a significant impact on VIS behaviour. However, the geometry 
modification of the chosen bellows that means custom made of the bellows should 
increase the ratio N to the required value. 
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5.4.2 Pneumatic spring design 
 
Pneumatic spring is designed for a load of strut built in VIS with payload mass 

1500 kg. This load causes the equal pressure above and under piston of the pneumatic 
strut.  The strut force-deformation dependency was determined by analytical counting; 
see Fig. 34. The strut stiffness is non-linear due to the pneumatic spring. The strut 
stiffness in steady state is: 
 

,. = 56(0) + 2 ∙ ,/ = 632.7 + 	2 ∙ 298 = 1228.7 (7) 
 

This value is almost identical to the value used in the model. However, the strut 
force-deformation dependency has a progressive course of in compression part of the 
diagram and an almost linear course in tension. This feature is useful with respect to 
the flight direction (quasi-static acceleration). 
 

 
Fig. 34 Force-deformation dependency of the strut and its pneumatic spring 

Progressive course of the strut force-deformation dependency allows decreasing of 
the maximal stroke of strut form ±20 mm listed in onto ±15 mm. This stroke reduction 
helps to decrease the weight of the strut. 

 
5.4.3 MR valve design 
 
MR valve design consisted of two models which are interconnected by several 

parameters, especially dimensions of the MR valve. The first one (hydraulic) is an 
analytical model of MR valve pressure drop causes by MR fluid flow through it. The 
second one (magnetic) is a FEM of the magnetic circuit which determines the yield 
stress of MR fluid in the gap. 
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Hydraulic part 
An analytical model of MR fluid flow through gap or bypass, see Fig. 35 was 

created using the equation mentioned in [22]. The model determines pressure drop 
during the fluid flow, thus also damping force-velocity dependency.  

The MR fluid flows via two paths: through the gap where the magnetic field can 
change of the fluid yield stress or through bypass orifice. Total flow rate Q has to be 
split into two parts Q1, Q2. The ratio between Q1 and Q2 depends on the intensity of 
the magnetic field in the gap and on the dimensions of channels. In the model, there is 
a rule that when the shear stress τ in the MR fluid is lower than the yield stress of MR 
fluid τf, then the Q1 is zero.  

 

 
Fig. 35 MR valve hydraulic scheme 

tab. 4 A combination of MR valve dimension meeting required F-v dependency 

Dimension/Parameter Symbol Value Unit 
Gap thickness h 0.65 [mm] 
Gap length L 22 [mm] 
Gap mean diameter  D 42.65 [mm] 
Bypass length L2 40 [mm] 
Bypass diameter d2 1.95 [mm] 

 
Dimensions mentioned in the tab. 4 ensures force-velocity dependencies in Fig. 

36. The blue curve represents ON state, the orange one is for OFF state.  
 

 
Fig. 36 The simulated F-v dependency of MR valve 
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The dynamic range of the strut with this MR damper will decrease by the friction 
of seals [34]. In the case of the MR strut, it will be the seal of pneumatic spring and 
guiding, which was estimated at 100 N. Moreover, magnetic remanence of magnetic 
circuit material will cause a little yield stress even in the case of OFF state. The 
magnetic flux density in the gap of the magnetic circuit made of Vacoflux 50 was 
measured 15 mT (measured on air – no MR fluid in the gap), this magnetic flux density 
causes 0.4 kPa yield stress of MRF 122 EG [35]. Comparison of theoretical and 
predicted dynamic force range of MR strut for VIS of the launch vehicle is in Fig. 37. 
 

 
Fig. 37 MR strut dynamic force range 

Magnetic part 
 
Measured B-H curves Vacoflux and the MR fluid was inserted into the model 

using interpolation. The other materials used in the model was taken from libraries of 
the model software package – ANSYS ELECTRONICS 2017 or from the product list.  

 
Fig. 38 Grooved magnetic circuit called as 24x2 

Rotational symmetry (symmetry 1 in Fig. 38) was used, because of time-
consuming simulations. Preliminarily results showed that the lowest number of 
grooves which gives satisfactory time response is 12, thereby circular sectors of the 
angle of 30° are created. The magnetic circuit is symmetrical around the horizontal 
plane (symmetry 2 in Fig. 38); therefore just half of the magnetic circuit was modelled. 
The example in Fig. 38 illustrates the circuit with 24 axial and 1 radial grooves, thereby 
24x2 rods are created. 
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Shortening of time response was achieved by axial or the radial grooves. Under 
certain conditions the axial and radial groove has the same influence to time response, 
see 24x0 and 12x2 in Fig. 39. Substitution of the axial groove by the radial helps 
decreases the risk of saturation, which was observed in 96x0 version. Version 48x4 
(Fig. 39) is characterized by shorter time response and higher intensity in the gap than 
the 96x0 version. 

 

 
Fig. 39 Influence of grooves number to the time response 

Grooves in axial and radial direction create rods of the magnetic circuit which 
cross section differs depending on the distance from the axis Y, see version 1 in the left 
side of Fig. 40. Thus, the magnetic field density is not constant in each rod, which is 
inappropriate due to the unnecessarily high weight of the magnetic circuit. Therefore, 
the shape of grooves and was modified, see Fig. 40. This figure compares magnetic 
flux density in three different magnetic circuits with the same excitation, constant 
current in the coil I = 2A (simulation results for time t = 0.05 ms). 

 
Fig. 40 Saturation of several versions of magnetic circuit excited by I = 2A (t = 0.05 ms)  
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Version 3 was chosen for the magnetic circuit in the MR strut. Primary time 
response is approximately 0.2 ms. However, the time response of power supply is 
dominant in this value. Secondary time response is approximately 0.7 ms. Time 
response of MR fluid (0.5 ms) must be added because it is not simulated in the transient 
model; thus, the time response of the MR valve is estimated at 1.2 ms.  

 

 
Fig. 41 Intensity of magnetic field in the gap of MR valve 

Several points in Fig. 41 are marked by square; the magnetic flux density and the 
current density is plotted for these times in Fig. 42. Power supply disconnect causes a 
decrease of magnetic flux density in the magnetic circuit. However, eddy currents 
induce a secondary magnetic field; therefore, the magnetic flux density drop process 
is slowed down. Magnetic flux density in the final geometry dropped in coil core from 
2 to 0.5 T per 1 ms.  

 
Fig. 42 Saturation of several versions of the mag. circuit (I = 2A, t = 0.05 ms)  
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The final version of magnetic circuit is grooved, see Fig. 43. When the grooves 
would be unfilled, the fluid could flow through them, so the bypass would be very high 
and the damping force of the MR valve would be very low. Therefore, the grooves will 
be filled with filled plastic. 

 
Fig. 43 Initial and final version of the magnetic circuit 

 
 

5.4.4 Engineering design 
 

The final structural design honours the division into two branches: damping 
(marked by shades of red in Fig. 44) and spring (shades of yellow). MR fluid is by the 
strut compression/extension forced to flow from one to another bellows through the 
MR valve which causes damping. 

 
Fig. 44 MR strut branches  

5.4.4 
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Dimensions of MR valve design is based on hydraulic and magnetic models 
described in chap. 5.4.3. The magnetic circuit of the MR valve consists of a coil wound 
on the skeleton which is surrounded by coil core and pole pieces. The pole pieces have 
to be dismountable, because of assembly (to insert the coil into the space in pole 
pieces). The pole pieces consist of 12 segments around the perimeter, which are 
divided onto 4x4 rods. Thus, a magnetic circuit consists of 196 rods. 

The rods are interconnected by bridges, see the detail B in Fig. 45. These bridges 
are designed just because of manipulation after production. Influence of 
interconnection of rods by the bridges on time response of MR valve was tested in the 
magnetic model. The time response increase was negligible: < 1%. 
 

 
Fig. 45 Design of MR valve  

 
The distance between connection eyes of the MR strut is 380 mm in an 

equilibrium position. However, the length can be adjusted in the range of 
approximately ± 2 mm by the screw of the eye (pos. 19) and fixed by a nut (pos. 27). 
When the lower eye (pos. 20) is consider fixed, force loading of the upper eye causes 
an adapter (pos. 6) movement which is transferred to the piston of pneumatic spring 
(pos. 7) by a piston rod (pos. 8). Movement of the piston changes the pressure in the 
pneumatic spring chambers but also causes the bellows deformation (pos. 9). One of 
the bellows is compressed the other one is stretched, opposite faces of bellows are 
interconnected by the piston rod. That causes MR fluid flow through the MR valve 
(pos. 1), which is clamped between MR valve body (pos. 2) and flange (pos. 5) by 
screws M6 (pos. 22). 
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Fig. 46 Design of MR strut for VIS of the launch vehicle 
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Internal seals in the strut, for example in threads of the piston rod is not designed 
to leakage impossibility. Therefore, the threat of the piston rod is coated by sealant 
before thickening. These threats of piston rod fit in other parts: screw (pos. 23) or 
adapter which is as well as piston rod made of titanium, because of high stress in the 
threads. The screw connected piston rod and the piston, which is made of magnesium. 
Because of lower allowed compressive stress of magnesium, there is a washer (pos. 
26) made of titanium between the piston and piston rod. 

The total mass of MR strut was minimized by the sophisticated design of each part 
of the MR strut. Used material and weight of each component of MR strut is 
the tab. 5. 

 
tab. 5 Comparison of an initial and final version of the magnetic circuit 

Pos. Name of part Material Weight [g] Quantity 
1 MR valve Vacoflux / Lukopren / 

cooper / 
693 1 

2 MR valve body AZ80A-T5 
(magnesium alloy) 

169 1 

3 Cylinder AZ80A-T5 337 1 
4 Lid AZ80A-T5 225 1 
5 Flange AZ80A-T5 159 1 
6 Adapter Ti6Al4V 

(titanium alloy) 
279 1 

7 Piston AZ80A-T5 176 1 
8 Piston rod Ti6Al4V 230 1 
9 Bellows 1.4571 

(stainless steel) 
447 2 

10 Upper stopper AZ80A-T5 49 1 
11 Lower stopper AZ80A-T5 48 1 
12 Piston guideline PTFE 2 1 
13 Piston rod guideline PTFE 11 1 
14 Seal 66x2.5 NBR 1 4 
15 Seal 71x2.5 NBR 2 2 
16 Seal 123x3.4 NBR 4 2 
17 Piston seal NBR / PTFE 9 1 
18 Bonded seal NBR / Steel 2 1 
19 Rod end M81935/1 Ti6Al4V 127 1 
20 Lower eye MS14104 Ti6Al4V 16 1 
21 Plug AZ80A-T5 / NBR 2 1 
22 Screw M6x16 Ti6Al4V 4 12 
23 Piston rod screw Ti6Al4V 23 1 
24 Screw M6x12 Ti6Al4V 3 12 
25 Screw M6x10 Ti6Al4V 3 32 
26 Washer Ti6Al4V 8 1 
27 Nut Ti6Al4V 12 1 
28 Split washer 6.4 Ti6Al4V 0.4 56 
29 Taxer valve C-360 

(brass alloy) 
9 2 
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6 CONCLUSIONS 
 
Vibration elimination in launch vehicle is specific in many factors: the vibration 

environment is quite hard and the frequency range is very wide. Any fluid fillings are 
allowed to be used only in case of their complete and reliable sealing. Finally, the 
weight of the vibration isolation system is very important factor in the assessment of 
the design. Previously designed VIS were summarized and divided into structural and 
mechanical groups. One of the mechanical VIS called ELVIS was chosen as an 
inspiration for this thesis and therefore, analysed to understand design background.  

The strut of the VIS in this study consists of springs and magnetorheological 
damper enabling semi-active control of damping force. The benefit of semi-actively 
control in comparison to passive damping was proved by simulations of multi-body 
models. The models also served for the determination of the strut parameters and 
investigated their impact on the vibration elimination efficiency. 

The simulations with the semi-active algorithm ON/OFF skyhook have shown that 
the most significant factor of semi-actively controlled dampers is their time response. 
The lower time response the damper exhibits the lower transmissibility of vibrations 
can be achieved by VIS equipped by this damper. Dynamic force range increase (in 
this case increased by OFF state damping drop) causes a slight increase of the 
transmissibility in the vicinity of resonance but the significant drop of the 
transmissibility in the isolation area. 

The requirement of perfect sealing of the MR strut for VIS of the launch vehicle 
was solved by the use of elastic metal bellows sealed by static seals as the only possible 
way of safe sealing. A damper with elastic bellows used for the damping medium case 
must be considered elastically connected. The stiffness of the connection is affected 
by the resistance of the bellows length changes against the internal pressure increase 
– pressure thrust stiffness. 

The pressure thrust stiffness is not a commonly available parameter of the bellows. 
Therefore, the FEA of bellow filled with a fluid was provided and verified by 
measurement in this thesis. Moreover, sensitivity analysis revealed that the mean 
diameter of damper and width of corrugation affects axial and pressure thrust stiffness 
differently. Thus, the ratio between axial and pressure thrust stiffness of bellows can 
be adjusted by these two parameters of bellows. 

Two versions of MR strut were designed in this study, one of them: the 
experimental MR strut was also manufactured and tested. This test provided valuable 
knowledg which was used in the final MR strut design for the VIS of launch vehicle. 

   One of the most important findings was that the elastic bellows allow an 
oscillations of MR fluid which appears as a peak in the transfer function. This 
phenomenon is called fluid mass effect and its future research could help to clarify the 
reason why the resonance frequency is not dependent only on the mass of a fluid and 
the stiffness of bellows. 

The magnetic circuit made of ferrite was damaged during testing of the 
experimental strut. The ferrite rings cracked because of strong force impulse occurring 
during vibration elimination by semi-actively controlled MR damper. This material is 
not suitable for parts of the magnetic circuit which are loaded by a force. Therefore, a 
new way of very fast magnetic circuit designing has been investigated in this study – 
shape approach. 
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The main aim of shape approach, as well as the material approach of fast magnetic 
circuit design, is the eddy currents elimination. A magnetic circuit with suitably 
designed grooves can achieve similar time response as the circuit made of a material 
with very low electrical conductivity (for example the ferrite). Moreover, a material 
with a higher level of saturation can be used for shape approach. This results in a 
significant weight reduction of the magnetic circuit. 

The magnetic circuit of the MR strut of VIS for the launch vehicle is made of 
Vacoflux 50. The magnetic circuit contains 48 grooves in the axial direction (created 
circular sectors) and 4 radial grooves (parallel to magnetic flux). Both types of grooves 
together created 192 rods of the magnetic circuit which are electrically isolated by 
grooves filled with plastic. This design of magnetic circuit exhibits primary time 
response (step from 100 to 32.7 % of damping force) of 0.2 ms and secondary response 
(step from 100 to 5 % of damping force) of around 0.7 ms in the case of the electrical 
current drop takes 0.3 ms from 2 A onto 0 A. Estimated secondary time response of the 
MR strut with this magnetic circuit is 1.2 ms (containing the MR fluid time response 
itself). 

The grooved magnetic circuit is also very efficient in terms of weight. The MR 
strut designed with an external MR valve made of ferrite had nearly twice the mass in 
comparison with the grooved magnetic circuit of the MR strut. Both mentioned struts 
were designed for the same loading. Nevertheless, the weight penalty in comparison 
of less efficient but lighter passive adapters will be probably acceptable only for 
transport of extremely sensitive payloads. However, the MR strut can be applied in 
other fields of vibration isolation, where the weight is not the decisive factor. 
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